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CHAIR’S 
MESSAGE

Kathy English

Informed Opinions’ work 
training women to engage with 
media, and encouraging 
journalists to include more 
women’s voices are central to 
delivering on Canada’s  
democratic promise. 

This year, in addition to its 
established and impactful 
training programs, Informed 
Opinions launched a ground-
breaking new research project, 
the Gender Gap Tracker, and 
began a significant board 
renewal process, recruiting a
cross section of new directors
with experience in media and

academia, private and non 
profit sectors, myself among 
them. As a long time journalist, 
I’ve had a front row seat to one 
side of this challenge, and I’m 
honoured to serve as chair of 
the board at this exciting time.  

As long as public conversations 
and the policies they inform are 
chronically under-representing 
women’s voices, it’s impossible 
for us to solve the complex 
challenges we face. This report 
details the progress we’ve 
made this year towards bridging 
the gender gap in public 
discourse.



MISSION:

to amplify women’s 
voices for a more 

democratic Canada

VISION:

to ensure diverse 
women’s perspectives 

and priorities are 
equitably integrated into 

Canadian society 

We motivate and train women to make 
their ideas more accessible to a 
broader audience and increase their 
impact. We deliver dynamic, interactive 
and practical workshops, engaging 
presentations, and professional editing 
support. Our Expert Women database 
makes it easier for journalists and 
others to find diverse women able and 
willing to offer commentary on a wide 
range of issues.

Women constitute more than 60 
percent of university graduates and 
hold senior positions in many 
industries. Their visible leadership – as 
provincial premiers, university 
presidents, national news anchors –
speaks to their capacity.

Our research finds women’s 
voices make up fewer than a third 
of those being quoted in Canada –
a mere 7% shift in more than two 
decades. But qualified sources 
sharing context and ideas through 
the news media help shape public 
attitudes and determine how 
governments spend tax dollars. 
Organizations and countries 
making effective use of women’s 
contributions are more effective in 
every realm; their citizens enjoy a 
higher quality of life.

This report details some of the 
investments we’re making in 
pursuit of that future.



4Oct  

Our most significant initiative this year was the creation of the Gender Gap 
Tracker, a big data research tool made possible through the generous in-kind 
research support provided by Simon Fraser University, and additional funds 

received from Status of Women Canada and the Leacross Foundation.



4Oct  

This innovative research technology measures in real time the ratio 
of male/female voices in influential Canadian news media. 

Oct 1 – Feb 4



Minister for the Status of Women Maryam Monsef and Simon 
Fraser University’s VP Research, Joy Johnson, spoke to an 

attentive audience at the launch of the Gender Gap Tracker.



Board member 
Jennifer Laidlaw 
facilitated an 
opportunity for Shari 
to introduce the 
Gender Gap Tracker
to an influential 
audience at a 30% 
Club event in Toronto 
on International 
Women’s Day. Replace with UNICEF photo 



Gender Gap Tracker profiled at university research eventsThe diverse team of scientists who created and continue to 
refine the Gender Gap Tracker also spoke about their work at a 
research event in Vancouver on March 26. This ground-breaking 
initiative could not have happened without the extremely 
generous in-kind contributions of Simon Fraser University.



…

Media coverage of the GGT achieved a reach of more than 21 million

Online tool gives media outlets 
incentive to achieve gender parity

Researchers are tracking the 
media’s gender gap

Tracking the gender gap in 
Canadian media



…

Link to additional earned media coverage of the Gender Gap Tracker



…

We experienced strong engagement on social media and 
shared print and electronic postcards with journalists, news 
consumers, academics, advocates and diversity and inclusion 
leaders to raise awareness. 



…

The Gender Gap Tracker received 3,180 visitors in its first 60 days, 
and the seven news outlets featured were encouraged to track 

the gender of their sources by 292 visitors.
We actively engaged with their newsrooms, and almost all 

improved their performance in the first two months, increasing the 
aggregate ratio from 27% women sources to 28%. 



PROGRAMMING 

Client workshops 
delivered:      44

Total women 
trained:       439

(Represents a slight 
increase over last fiscal 
year, from 43 workshops 
training 429 women)

Vancouver
Calgary

Regina

Toronto   Ottawa
Windsor   Kingston

Halifax  
Antigonish

Montreal

…plus a national webinar for 
members of the Canadian 
Public Health Association.

We delivered on-the-ground 
programming in 10 cities…

Our free online workshop 
resources remain accessible 
to everyone at all times. 



We supported bullying 
prevention experts, 
sexual health 
advocates and 
immigration scholars 
to improve public 
speaking and media 
interview skills, and to 
write publishable op 
eds.  

INSERT NEW PHOTOS
Concordia, Storytellers, Indigenous

PREVNet bullying prevention Researchers, Toronto

Action Canada sexual health advocates, Ottawa

Migration scholars, Montreal



While in Vancouver 
and Montreal for 
workshops, we also 
made time to convene 
roundtables to explore 
particular barriers to 
Indigenous women 
and scholars 
addressing sensitive 
issues.

INSERT NEW PHOTOS
Concordia, Storytellers, Indigenous

Indigenous women advocates, entrepreneurs, Vancouver

Researchers across disciplines, Montreal



Still from Shastri and Jane event

INFORMED 
CONVERSATIONS 

We piloted a new 
initiative featuring in-
depth conversations 
with expert women on 
diverse topics such as 
retaining women and 
prison reform. We’re 
now seeking sponsors 
interested in supporting 
both this program and  
a podcast called 
VISIBLE WOMEN. After participating in our pilot Informed Conversation, Jane Griffith 

accepted our invitation to serve on Informed Opinions’ board.



SPONSORS

We continued to 
build collaborative 
relationships with 
the corporate 
sector, expanding 
our existing 
sponsorship 
relations to 
include several 
new supporters. 



KEYNOTES
We spoke to public, 
private and non profit 
sector audiences 
convened by Teck
(Vancouver), UNICEF 
(New York), Carleton 
University and the 
Environmental 
Assessment Agency 
(Ottawa), the 30% 
Club (Toronto) and 
the University of 
Regina.



“Graduates” of our 
commentary writing 
workshops published at 
least 90 op eds in this 
period. Many more 
shared their insights in 
interviews on a wide 
array of issues through 
online, print and 
broadcast media.

IMPACT



IMPACT

Since attending an op ed workshop in 2011, Martha 
Paynter’s prolific equity-informed media engagement 
has transcended multiple career shifts and drawn 
attention to a variety of critical health issues affecting 
women, including the challenges faced by 
criminalized women who are pregnant or have young 
children. 

A registered nurse, non-profit leader and PhD 
candidate, she has been profiled in Flare magazine 
for her effective advocacy, and in 2019, she was 
named a Trudeau Foundation Scholar. 



IMPACT
Petra Molnar, a lawyer specializing in 
refugee and migration issues, attended 
an op ed workshop in 2017. She has 
written a dozen commentaries since, 
offering insight on the use of AI in 
Canada’s immigration system, the 
implications for Canadians of the US 
travel ban, and violence against women 
as it relates to immigration issues.
Her pro-active engagement has led to  
frequent interviews, and the Globe and 
Mail has recognized her valuable 
contributions, profiling her as one of 
“Canada’s new sources of inspiration”.



ASK WOMEN 
ANYTHING

Insert photos from AWA event

Panelists at these sold-out 
events spoke about working 
with a disability, alternative 
lifestyles, founding start-ups, 
teen activism, transgender 
family dynamics and ending 
gender-based violence. In 
addition to amplifying their 
voices, AWA events also give 
our volunteers the opportunity 
to hone their own speaking 
and hosting chops. Volunteer Paroma Datta presents AWA swag to now best-selling 

author Amanda Jett Knox (R) and her partner, Zoe.



We organized all of 
our free online 
educational resources 
in one location to 
make it easy for 
people to find support 
that’s designed to help 
them amplify their 
voices through media.

INSERT screen captures of Learning Hub



INSERT IMAGE, add data re: number of women
recruited until March 2017

EXPERT WOMEN

Our online database 
of experts now 
features 900 diverse 
sources, almost 
double the 500 
profiled last year. 

We also began 
building a dedicated 
French database, 
FemmesExpertes, to 
launch next year.



OMG Impact Award 

Within 6 years of attending a commentary 
writing workshop, CEO of Polytechnics 
Canada Nobina Robinson wrote or co-
authored more than three dozen op eds. 

Her advocacy significantly increased funding 
for applied research, spurred the creation of 
the Canada Apprentice Loan program, and 
helped make innovation internships available 
to polytechnic and college students. 

We were delighted to recruit her to the board 
in the wake of recognizing her impact.

In accepting the
OMG Impact Award
at a Famous Five/
Informed Opinions 
event at the National
Arts Centre in 
Ottawa on 18 
October 2018, 
Nobina encouraged 
others to amplify 
their own voices 
through media.



TEAM

Samantha 
Greenhill,
Manager, Admin 
& Recruitment

Sanantha Luchuk,
Manager Admin &
Recruitment

Laura Shine,
Co-Lead,
FemmesExpertes

Maika Sondarjee,
Co-Lead,
FemmesExpertes

Zeba Taschi,
Commun-
Ications intern

Shari Graydon,
Founder & 
Catalyst

Informed 
Opinions’

Team



BOARD of DIRECTORS

President
Kathy English 

Treasurer
Nobina Robinson 

Members at Large
Jane Griffith
Evelyne Guindon
Jennifer Laidlaw
Laura McGee
Dugan O’Neil
Amanda Parriag
Scott White

The Conversation’s Scott White 
offered a journalist’s perspective 
and board members Jennifer 
Laidlaw, Nobina Robinson, 
Amanda Parriag and Evelyne
Guindon were also on hand to 
support staff in launching the 
Gender Gap Tracker. 

Jennifer 
Laidlaw

Amanda 
Parriag Evelyn

GuindonNobina
Robinson

Scott White



ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Naila Keleta-Mae
David Mitchell
Isabelle Perrault
Ann Rosenfield
Heather Scoffield
John Simpson

HONORARY PATRONS

Sally Armstrong
Kim Campbell
Denise Donlon
Shirley Greenberg
Michaëlle Jean
Nancy Ruth
Bonnie Sherr Klein
Constance Sugiyama
Carole Taylor
Vianne Timmons

We are extremely 
fortunate to benefit from 
the encouragement and 
insight of a number of 
extraordinary individuals 
from across the country
who variously: 

- Lend us their names;
- Donate to our work;
- Make valuable 

introductions;
- Provide pro bono 

professional counsel 
and technical support
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